Explore the world’s oceans through the lens of 21st century technology.

More than 70 percent of the Earth’s surface is covered by oceans, yet surprisingly little of these vast realms has been explored. *Unseen Oceans* takes visitors on a journey to encounter our blue planet as never before. From the oceans’ sunlit surfaces to their inky depths, a series of media-rich galleries highlight the latest advances in ocean exploration, the researchers and technologies behind them, and the mysteries that remain.

“As this show proves, there is always more to discover.”

— THE NEW YORK TIMES
Exhibition Themes:

**Mysterious Drifters**
Meet some of the most important organisms on the planet: plankton! Find out how researchers study these tiny creatures using swarms of mini autonomous underwater explorers (mini-AUEs).

**Secret Lives**
Only recently have scientists discovered how widespread biofluorescence is. Examine a floor-to-ceiling array of biofluorescent marine species and discover how scientists study these glowing creatures in dark waters using specialized lights and cameras.

**Encountering Giants**
Catch a glimpse of some of the ocean’s largest inhabitants—both past and present—and meet the scientists who track and study them.

**Taking a Dive**
Explore the technologies that scientists use to overcome the challenges of deep-sea exploration. Climb aboard a replica Triton submersible for a memorable photo opportunity, then pilot your own submersible through an animated underwater realm.

**Vital Abundance**
We see an ocean that teems with life, but what does abundance mean when humans rely on the ocean for sustenance? Learn about today’s greatest threats to the ocean’s vital abundance and potential solutions.

**Future of Ocean Research**
The next generation of scientists is already making amazing discoveries. Find out more about the researchers on the frontlines of ocean exploration.

---

**FIND OUT MORE:**
amnh.org/traveling
travelingprograms@amnh.org
212.496.3362

**CREDITS:**
Unseen Oceans is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, New York (amnh.org).
Photo credits: © AMNH/D. Finnin, © AMNH/R. Mickens
This document represents the exhibition’s content at AMNH and may not reflect the content at all venues.
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**SPECIFICATIONS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VENUE GALLERY SIZE:</th>
<th>7,000 – 8,000 ft²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VENUE CEILING HEIGHT:</td>
<td>12 ft recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSERVATION + SECURITY:</td>
<td>To be determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD RENTAL LENGTH:</td>
<td>14 – 16 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>